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Abstract After nearly three-quarters of a century, the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints sought to reestablish
its presence in the Palmyra area by sending Willard W.
Bean and his family to live in the newly acquired Joseph
Smith Sr. home in Manchester, New York. Bean soon
discovered he had a difficult task set before him because
Joseph Smith and Mormonism were held in derision in
Palmyra. During the twenty-four years that the Bean
family lived in the home, they overcame ostracization
through cultivating friendships and preaching the gospel. Willard Bean was instrumental in the acquisition of
additional properties of historical significance, including
the Hill Cumorah. He restored and improved the Hill
Cumorah and nearby acreage. Having completed their
assignment to make friends for the church in Palmyra
and to build up the church there, the Beans were
released from their mission in 1939.
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“A Man Raised Up”
THE ROLE OF

WILLARD W. BEAN

IN THE ACQUISITION OF THE HILL CUMORAH
DAV I D F. B O O N E

I

n february 1915 Willard Washington Bean¹ entered a chapel in Richfield, Utah, where a stake
conference was about to commence. Willard’s
new bride of just over five months, Rebecca Peterson Bean,² was already on the stand because she
was in the choir that was to furnish music for the
conference. Upon Willard’s entry into the chapel
shortly before the meeting started, President Joseph
F. Smith stood, moved to the podium, and asked,
“Will Willard Bean please come to the stand?”³
Willard complied, and President Smith said to him,
“I’ve got another mission for you. After this service
is over, I’ll tell you all about it.”⁴
We can only guess at the thoughts that coursed
through Willard’s mind during the conference session. Perhaps he thought to excuse himself from
further service because he had already completed
four full-time missions for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. And while he had enjoyed and even excelled in each of these opportunities, he could have reasoned he had done his duty
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and could therefore be excused from filling another
mission and be at liberty to get on with his life,
which for him consisted of tending to his family
and pursuing education and a professional career.
If these were his ambitions, they would have to wait
indefinitely because President Smith was about to
extend to Willard another opportunity to serve.
Within a few days following the Richfield conference, Willard and Rebecca traveled to Salt Lake
City, where President Smith explained to them that
the church had acquired the Joseph Smith Sr. farm
in Manchester, two miles south of Palmyra, New
York, and needed someone to go there, oversee the
farm, and represent the church.
In December 1907, a little over a century since
Joseph Smith’s birth, Latter-day Saint apostle
George Albert Smith (a grandnephew of the
Prophet and a cousin of church president Joseph F.
Smith) purchased the Joseph Smith Sr. farm from
William Avery Chapman. Chapman had inherited
the farm from his father, Seth, who had purchased
it in 1875 from Charles W. and Elvira Bennett.⁵
Within the agreement to sell the farm to President
Smith, Chapman secured
a promise that he could rePage 24: Willard Bean as he
main on the property until
left for the Southern States
Mission, 1895.
he could find a suitable place
to relocate. After more than
Page 25, left: Willard Bean, the
boxer.
seven years, Chapman found
another home, and the church
Page 25, middle: Rebecca and
began looking for someone
Willard around the time of their
marriage in 1914.
to oversee the property. Willard Bean seemed unusually
Page 25, right: The Hill
Cumorah as it appeared
qualified to undertake that
ca. 1915 when Willard and
assignment. For one thing,
Rebecca arrived in Palmyra.
as a seasoned missionary, he
All photos in this article are courtesy of
had an excellent knowledge
Palmyra Bean Packer unless otherwise noted.
of the gospel and of church
history and doctrine. He was
also known to church leaders for his loyalty and integrity. Further, Willard was tenacious, if not obstinate, and when necessary he was also a fighter, both
figuratively and literally.⁶
The Beans were to live in the Smiths’ frame
home, farm the land, and, if possible, befriend
the local inhabitants. Making friends there would
not be easy; indeed, while in the office of the First
Presidency, Willard was told that “Palmyra was the
most prejudiced place on earth” and that the local
antagonism was directed against the church and its
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The Joseph Smith Sr. home (in Manchester, near Palmyra), where
the Beans lived for nearly 25 years.

Willard Bean baptizing his daughter Palmyra on the Smith farm
during the September 1923 centennial celebration.

members.⁷ In addition, Bean was advised “to be in
no hurry to begin missionary work, but to wait until
we had made friends and were sure of our ground.”⁸
On 24 February 1915, Willard arrived in Palmyra alone and, as future events would manifest,
friendless and something of a Mormon pioneer in
reverse. His family, consisting of his wife Rebecca
and two children by a previous marriage, Paul and
Phyllis, joined him within a short time. Together
they began life again, but none of them were perhaps prepared for the opposition they were to experience and the antagonism President Smith had
warned them of.

Palmyra
Upstate New York has long held a magnetism
for Latter-day Saints worldwide and for other students of Mormon history. The region surrounding
Palmyra, Manchester, and Fayette is known as the
“Cradle of Mormonism” because of the events that
surrounded the restoration of the gospel and combined to bring about the organization of the church
in this dispensation. In what would become another
memorable chapter in that rich history, the Bean
family was called to live in Palmyra to help overcome decades of bitter and hostile feelings so that
future Latter-day Saints would have the opportunity
to return to the site of their spiritual beginnings.
Joseph Smith Sr. and his family settled in Palmyra in 1816 because he believed that he could
make a living and create a new beginning for his
family, who had moved 10 times in about a 20year period⁹ because of intemperate climate, crop
failure, financial reversals, poverty, and physical
misfortune. Many Latter-day Saints believe that the
successive moves were part of a divine timetable to
ultimately locate the family where Joseph Smith Jr.
would be in the right place at the right time to assist
in the restoration of the gospel.
Most of the early members of the church had
left New York by the close of 1831 to follow their
prophet-leader, Joseph Smith, to a new gathering
place in northern Ohio. The few Saints who returned to visit Palmyra over the ensuing decades,
and the fewer converts who had remained behind
were unable to maintain a viable church presence
there. With the body of the church gone from the
area, bigotry, prejudice, and hatred grew against
anything related to Mormonism; and the citizens
began to believe ever more fantastic stories against
the Smith family, the church, and its members. After nearly three-quarters of a century, the church
would attempt to reestablish itself in this inhospitable setting that Latter-day Saints honored for
the foundational events that took place there and
for the sites that are so much a part of the faith’s
colorful past.

Early Setbacks and Opposition
Arriving in New York ahead of his family, Willard occupied the Smith home and began to purchase supplies, livestock, and equipment to run the

historic Joseph Smith Sr. farm, which was to provide a living for the family. Money for this venture
was apparently initially provided by the church, but
the Bean family was financially on its own except
for projects initiated by the church or undertaken to
help establish the church in New York.
Willard soon learned firsthand that “a prophet
hath no honor in his own country,” for the Prophet
Joseph Smith was still held in derision in Palmyra,
where he was the “butt of ridicule and neighborhood jokes.”¹⁰ In this the Beans saw the literal
fulfillment of Moroni’s prophecy to Joseph Smith
that “God had a work for me to do; and that my
name should be had for good and evil among all
nations, kindreds, and tongues, or that it should
be both good and evil spoken of among all people”
(Joseph Smith—History 1:33). Upon their arrival in
Palmyra, Willard’s family were likewise ridiculed
for being Mormons and “became [the] objects of
curiosity and local gossip, [and were] noticeably
shunned.”¹¹ All family members were affected by
this ostracization.
In those days Palmyra’s public library had “one
whole shelf [devoted to] anti-Mormon books, some
of which were vicious in tone,” Willard noted.¹²
Repeated attempts to provide Latter-day Saint literature for a balanced view of Mormonism were
quickly and flatly denied. Willard recalled the case
he made to the librarian: “I explained that when
I wished to know something [about] the Catholic
Church I would consult something official gotten
out by some reputable Catholic; likewise the Methodist, Presbyterian or any other church.” Willard
further noted that “it would be naturally expected
that you would have a copy of the Book of Mormon on your shelves, a book published in Palmyra,
[which] had wider circulation than any other book,
except the Bible.”¹³
After his initial rejection, Willard took his appeal to the council that determined library policy,
but his request to place a copy of the Book of
Mormon was again turned down because, in the
council’s view, “it was . . . a [Mormon] scheme . . .
to get that damnable book on our shelves where
our young people will have access to it. It will poison their minds against all that is Christian and
good.”¹⁴
Soon thereafter the librarian died, “and without
renewing my request,” Willard recalled, “I received
a friendly note telling me that the objection to
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placing a Book of Mormon in the library had been
removed, and [if] I was still desirous of presenting
them with a copy, it will be thankfully received.”¹⁵
A special library edition of the Book of Mormon
was sent from Salt Lake City, and Willard personally delivered it to the Palmyra village library.
Willard’s fervor to defend the church sometimes took physical form. Rebecca remembered the
following incident: “One day my husband was going
down main street in Palmyra towards the business
district and a man was watering his lawn. . . . He
saw my husband coming and said to him, ‘I understand you people [Mormons] believe in baptism by
immersion,’ and turned the hose on him.”¹⁶ Willard
quickly sized up the situation and responded: “‘We
also believe in the laying on of hands,’ and bounding over the fence he proceeded to do just that,
much to the man’s astonishment and chagrin.”¹⁷
Willard never recorded this experience so far as
preserved literature reveals, but as time passed, a
strong friendship developed between the two men,
and the man whom Bean had knocked out later told
Rebecca the story himself.
Willard had served a mission in the southern
states some 25 years earlier and was somewhat accustomed to such treatment, but Rebecca and the
children had to get used to it. As the Bean children
became old enough to attend school, they also ran
into opposition. The parents of many of the local
children initially would not allow their children to
interact or play with Mormon children because of
Mormonism’s poor reputation in the community.
People walking down the street would cross to the
other side if they saw the Beans coming toward
them. In one extreme instance, as one of the Bean
children bent over to pat a dog being walked by
a local citizen, the dog’s owner pulled the animal
away to avoid any contact with a Mormon.¹⁸ When
one of the Bean children reported for school, he
was escorted to a desk that had been screwed to
the floor in the back corner of the room. Several
students had apparently brought notes from their
parents stating that they did not want their children
sitting by “that Mormon boy.” For several weeks
he sat by himself until the situation became more
embarrassing for the teacher and the other students
than it was for the Mormon boy.¹⁹
Children are resilient, but Rebecca was not
used to, nor was she able to tolerate, such intense
antagonism. Consequently, she had a more difficult
28
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time adjusting. Rebecca found it necessary to go to
other communities to do her grocery shopping because local storekeepers and clerks refused to assist
her. Further, “when Rebecca was expecting her first
child, she contacted several nurses in an effort to
find one willing to stay in the home and assist [her]
when the baby was born.” In every case the person
refused to assist her because it meant going into
a Mormon home. Ultimately a neighbor woman,
Ethel Hackett, who was not a trained nurse or midwife but whose brother had gone to Salt Lake City
out of curiosity and decided to stay because he liked
what he saw there, came to assist her. Ethel assisted

One day Willard Bean
walked by a man who
was watering his lawn. The
man said, “I understand you
people [Mormons] believe
in baptism by immersion,”
and turned the hose on
him. Willard responded:
“We also believe in the
laying on of hands,”
and bounding over the
fence he proceeded
to do just that.
a Dr. Rodenburger in the delivery of Rebecca’s first
child, named Palmyra, and then stayed to assist
Rebecca during her time of recuperation.²⁰ As three
additional children were added to the Bean family,
Dr. Rodenburger assisted in the delivery of each.
All four children were born in the Joseph Smith
Sr. home, and in time all were baptized in the little
creek near the house, where several new converts
were baptized when the Prophet Joseph lived there.
Gradually the tide of opposition began to turn.
Palmyra remembered that “when there was a birthday party, everybody was invited but me.” Rebecca
tried to comfort her daughter by saying, “Things
will get better. Just be friendly.”²¹ And things did
begin to improve as Willard met the challenge
head-on.²² For over five years, while the family

fit in with the better element . . . and work for the
moral uplift of the community.”²⁶
Within a short time the Beans saw results. By
1925 a Sunday School had been organized, and a
year later a branch was created. Stake organizations
followed in 1934, 1985, and 2002.

Acquiring Properties for the Church

Willard Bean preached from this bandstand in the park on Main
Street in Palmyra.

coped with the community’s resentment toward
them, Willard not only defended himself, his family, and the church, but he went on the offensive and
stepped up the pressure on the local citizenry.
Part of Willard’s offensive against anti-Mormon
sentiment was to hold street meetings for want of
another place to preach the gospel and to defend
his family and the church and their right to be
there. He chose the main intersection of town as his
forum. “Saturday night was alive with farmers migrating to the city to trade their produce for groceries and other goods,” Willard wrote. “There wasn’t
much to do in the small town of Palmyra besides go
to the local theater or to the ice cream parlor.”²³
To begin a street meeting, Rebecca, who was a
“good soprano,”²⁴ would begin singing, and Willard, full-time missionaries, fellow church members,
and friends would join in. “Willard had the voice
of a bull moose and could be heard all over town
when he started preaching. Invariably a large crowd
gathered.”²⁵ Unfortunately, these gatherings also
stopped traffic, so another place had to be found.
Bean’s Quaker friend, Pliny T. Sexton, the local
banker, came to his aid by allowing him to use a
park, with a bandstand for a pulpit and electric
lights. It is estimated that from 200 to 400 people
gathered on a given weekend.
“I served notice on the ministers [and others]
that we were here to stay . . . [and] that when I am
attacked I [reserve] the right to defend my religion,”
Willard remembered. He further told them: “I did
not come here to tear down any man’s religion,
or abuse those who have no religion; but rather to

Members of the Bean family were gradually
able to make friends in the community and gain
added respectability for themselves and the church.
These improved relations helped open the way for
the church to acquire properties of significant historical interest, and Willard played an important
role in this regard. He probably began exploring
the possibilities of acquiring land in and around
Palmyra shortly after settling there. Obtaining the
Hill Cumorah became something of a personal crusade for Willard after he and members of his family
attempted to take some guests up on the hill but
were rudely driven away by a local farmer with a
shotgun. In time Willard succeeded in obtaining for
the church not only the Hill Cumorah property but
other sites of significance in church history.
Joseph Smith Sr. Farm and Sacred Grove
When Elder George Albert Smith acquired the
Joseph Smith Sr. farm in 1907, he was able to purchase a major portion of the 100-acre plot that was
originally owned and farmed by the Smith family.
Included in that purchase was a part of the traditional
Sacred Grove. It is interesting to note that William
Avery Chapman, owner of the farm before the church
acquired it, “perpetuated his father’s wish that no axe
be used in the grove except to remove dead timber.”²⁷
When asked why he protected the area known to Latter-day Saints as the Sacred Grove, Chapman, who
was not a member of the church, responded:
Years ago my father sent for me and wished me
to come at once. I found father very sick. He
said, “I want to speak to you about the farm. I
do not think I will live long, and the farm will
go to you. I want you to take good care of the
grove. I have never used an ax in the grove, except to remove dead timber. I think it should be
preserved, for that is where Joseph Smith, the
‘Mormon’ Prophet, had his first vision.” Father
died soon after this conversation, and I have
done as he wished.²⁸
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During the time when Chapman was caretaker
of the church-owned farm, he was careful to heed
Elder Smith’s instructions (similar to that of Chapman’s father) “to take good care of the grove, to
keep it cleared of underbrush, so that it would not
be destroyed by fire.”²⁹
Hill Cumorah
The irony of the Beans’ experience of being
driven off Hill Cumorah by a man with a shotgun
is that the man did not own the hill and did not
work for the party that did. Rather, he was protecting what he understood to be a community effort
to keep Latter-day Saints out of the area. Today,
visitors to the hill who enjoy the improvements that
have been made there over the years may have difficulty imagining the Beans’ challenges or visualizing
what the area looked like in the early decades of the
20th century or before.

An early view of the Hill Cumorah.

The Hill Cumorah is a prominent hill that has
been known through the years by several names,
including “Mormon Hill.” It was singled out by the
angel Moroni from many similar hills in the area
when the 17-year-old prophet received a vision about
the scripture treasure that was buried there. The next
day, after experiencing another rehearsal of Moroni’s
instructions and hearing his father’s encouragement
30
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to follow the angel’s counsel, Joseph climbed the hill
to obtain his first view of the gold plates from which
the Book of Mormon would be translated. Since that
early day, the Hill Cumorah was owned by several
different people before it was acquired by the church.
The west side of the hill was owned and farmed in
the early 1900s by James Inglis, and the remainder
was owned by Palmyra’s banker, Pliny T. Sexton.
Willard remembered: “I made a friend of James (Jim)
Inglis who owned a farm straddling the highway
[New York State Highway 21] the east line extending half way up the hill, taking in 24 acres of land
between [the] highway and the hill. He allowed us to
park on his land.”³⁰
As noted previously, Willard was also able
to cultivate a friendship with Pliny Sexton. This
friendship was initiated by Elder George Albert
Smith, who, when he visited Palmyra, would stop
to see Sexton. Elder Smith continually encouraged
Willard to follow up on his earlier visits to Sexton,
writing to Willard, for example, “I hope you will
keep in touch with him [Pliny Sexton] and if anything develops that would afford an opportunity for
us to get possession of the Hill Cumorah, do not fail
to let us know at once.”³¹
The Beans, and particularly Willard, became
fast friends with Pliny. In fact, Willard and Rebecca
named their first son Alvin Pliny after the Prophet’s
oldest brother and Sexton. Willard and Sexton both
had significant interest in the Hill Cumorah—Bean
for religious reasons and Sexton for business reasons, seeing the hill largely as investment property.
Willard worked closely with Inglis and Sexton over
several years to find an opportunity to purchase the
hill.
Inglis and Willard visited each other periodically. Without expressing his interest in purchasing
the Cumorah property, Willard asked about the
value of the Inglis farm. On one of those occasions,
Inglis confided that he was considering retiring
from farming. “He offered to sell his farm to us,”
Willard recalled. “I knew we would some time need
it for our purposes, yet [I] did not appear over anxious but asked him what he considered the farm of
97 acres was worth.”³² In addition to the 97 acres,
the farmland included, “1½ acres of old orchard,
five acres of new orchard in full bearing, [one] span
of horses, three cows, [and] full farm equipment.”
Inglis even “knocked a few hundred dollars off for
repairs that were needed on the buildings.”³³ When
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Willard reported his activities to the First Presidency, he was “ordered to buy it.”³⁴ The deal was
closed on 17 September 1923.
The part of the hill that was owned by Sexton
took far longer to obtain. Sexton owned, it was estimated, over 100 pieces of property. He knew of the
church’s interest in the hill and tried on several occasions to sell the property to Elder George Albert
Smith, Willard Bean, and other church representatives. He had, however, apparently also heard some
exaggerated stories about the rumored wealth of the
church, and the price he wanted for the hill for was
far more than the church was willing to pay. When
Sexton died on 5 September 1924,³⁵ “his vast estate
went into possession of 105 heirs; a niece was the
nearest of kin.”³⁶ They were all very antagonistic
toward the church and made a pact that they would
never sell the property to the church at any price.
The estate’s legal counsel, attorney C. C. Congdon, was more friendly toward the church and
especially to Willard Bean. Willard had cultivated a
friendship with him over several years of personal

association. Willard reported in 1928 that after
several years of waiting, and after the most bitter
opponents had died, Congdon indicated to him
that several of the heirs wanted to get their share
of the inheritance settlement from the estate and
“that he [Congdon] had talked the matter over with
the judge who said that if the deal [to sell Sexton’s
previous holdings] could be put over quietly, without publicity, to block [it] before it could be closed,
it would be legal. Attorney Congdon knew, and I
knew, that the majority of the heirs were anxious to
get their bit [part] out of the will and would be glad
to [settle for less].”³⁷
The deal unfolded in a remarkable manner. After finishing initial negotiations, Bean wrote a letter
to the First Presidency detailing the specifics and
suggested, “If you think the opportune time has arrived for us to acquire possession of the Cumorah
Hill property, consider the enclosed proposition and
let me know by telegram.”³⁸ Two days later he received a telegram from the First Presidency: “Terms
satisfactory—close deal!”³⁹ Three days after that,
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Bean received a letter from the First Presidency that
had been sent before the telegram was sent. It said
in part: “Dear Brother Bean: Please see lawyer of
Sexton estate and get definite offer in writing if you
can possibly do so, for the hill farm of 170 acres. If
they will not sell it alone, get definite offer on the
other pieces of property with the Hill.”⁴⁰
A few weeks later, the church purchased Sexton’s
170-acre farm at the Hill Cumorah and also acquired
in the deal another farm, one of 220 acres, known
as the Bennett farm; a third, smaller farm of lesser
value; and a large two-story brick building in Palmyra with a basement, known as the Grange Hall.
Remarkably, both the First Presidency in Salt
Lake City and Willard Bean in Palmyra had been
thinking the same thing at the same time. Both
groups had acted on their feelings, and by the time
the instructions from the First Presidency arrived,
Willard had already complied with them in every
detail. In a later communication, the First Presidency
also noted the coincidence: “We have read your letter with a great deal of interest. We were very glad to
learn that you secured an option on the Hill Cumorah Farm and other property before receiving word
from us to do so. We had already noticed the singular coincidence of your writing to us the very same
day and possibly the same hour that we were writing
you. . . . Signed First Presidency.”⁴¹
In the April 1928 general conference of the
church, President Heber J. Grant reported that “the

Church has purchased the Hill Cumorah. The purchase embraces the farm where the hill stands, and
the adjoining farm, which together with one that
we had already purchased, including a part of the
hill, gives us now the entire possession of the Hill
Cumorah.”⁴²
While living at the Joseph Smith Sr. farm,
Willard also assisted in the purchase of the Martin Harris farm (north of Palmyra) and the Peter
Whitmer farm, where much of the translation of the
Book of Mormon was undertaken (about 30 miles
southeast of Palmyra, near Fayette, New York).

Hill Cumorah Beautification and Monument
After the Prophet Joseph retrieved the plates
from the Hill Cumorah, neighbors, antagonists,
treasure seekers, and others severely scarred the
hill by digging holes (presumably looking for treasure),⁴³ cutting timber, and otherwise changing the
complexion of Cumorah. Soon after acquiring the
entire Hill Cumorah property, Willard determined,
“with the approbation of Church leaders,” to return
the hill to as much of its original appearance as possible. The original aspect of his plan included reforesting the hill, providing water for the new plants,
illuminating the hill at night, and building a road to
the top.
The reforestation project that Willard undertook was immense. “Soon after acquiring the Hill

On Sunday, 23 September 1923, people gathered at the Hill Cumorah to celebrate the centennial of the angel Moroni’s visit to Joseph Smith
on the evening of 21 September 1823.
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Cumorah [for the church], I began to bring it back to its original
self by setting out evergreen and
hardwood trees, ten or twelve
thousand each year.”⁴⁴ Over a
period of several years, Willard
and his sons, together with his
brother Virginius,⁴⁵ hired men,
missionaries, and volunteers,
planted nearly 70,000 trees.
Many of the tree seedlings
that these men and other volunteers planted on the hill were
donated. Willard recorded: “I
contacted the State Conservation
Department at Albany, [sent]
them a picture of the hill with
historical data, and drew their
attention to a fine clay model of
‘Mormon Hill’ in the Education
Building across from the State
Capitol. They sent me an official
list of available trees, with instructions on planting, and said
they would be pleased to furnish
me all the trees I wanted. The
only charge would be for transportation.”⁴⁶
Other seedlings, particularly
the young hardwood trees that
are indigenous to the area, were
transplanted from the Smith
farm. Willard and his sons, in an
effort to keep the Sacred Grove
clean, free from fire danger,
and aesthetically pleasing, annually thinned out new growth
and planted approximately 3,000
hardwood trees on the Hill Cumorah. Willard could think of no
better place to plant those trees.
Willard also helped build a
road up the hill with a 6 percent
grade “so people [could] go up to
the top without changing gear.
The road comes out on the crest
of the hill, well back where there
is considerable parking space.”⁴⁷
This road later proved important
for work crews when a monu-

ment was erected atop the hill
in 1935 to commemorate the
visit of the angel Moroni to the
Prophet Joseph Smith in 1823.
Willard recalled that when he
first suggested to the general
church leaders that a monument
be built there, “they hesitated
and questioned the [project’s]
advisability, fearing that it might
be desecrated and marred by
souvenir hunters. After convincing them that the [local] people
would be proud of it and treat
it as their very own,” Willard
promised “the complete cooperation of the better element of the
community.”⁴⁸
Of his own volition, he laid
the groundwork for erecting the
monument. Finally, on 21 July
1935 President Heber J. Grant,
several members of the Quorum
of the Twelve Apostles, and other
guests, including missionaries
and a crowd estimated at over
3,000, witnessed the dedication
of the monument. A missionary
returning from Great Britain witnessed the event and recorded the
following:

Top: Hill Cumorah Monument, circa 1935.
Middle: Sculptor Torleif Knaphus (left) and
Rebecca and Willard Bean anticipate the monument’s erection. Courtesy Allen P. Gerritsen.
Bottom: President Heber J. Grant conducts the
dedicatory service at the foot of Hill Cumorah,
21 July 1935.

On a beautiful summer morning a great crowd gathered at
the hill. They had come from
[throughout] the nation, and included a number of the General
Authorities of the Church. This
writer, on his way home from a
mission in England, was among
that crowd.
On the summit of the hill
was a canvas-draped monument. At an appointed signal
four trumpeters raised their
gleaming instruments. In sharp
clear tones, “an angel from on
high” echoed across the placid
countryside. . . . Then the canvas
shroud fell from the monument,
and the figure of Moroni looked
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out across the quiet fields. . . . To a returning
missionary the picture of that summer day is
unforgettable.⁴⁹

The returning missionary was Gordon B. Hinckley,
who knew Willard Bean personally and wrote of his
contributions.⁵⁰ Few could have guessed then the
impact that Elder Hinckley would later have on this
area so significant in the life of the Willard Bean
family, nor would many recognize that the monument was the culmination of 20 years of work and a
symbol of what Willard had been sent to New York
to accomplish.
Later, under Williard’s supervision, additional
improvements to the Hill Cumorah included a
water system, electricity, and a bureau of information. Further, Willard planted “a privet hedge

recorded, “we began to hold picnics and hot dog
roasts, followed by programs in front of the Sacred
Grove. We then put on small pageants in the field
east of the grove, then on Echo Hill east of the Joseph Smith home. The idea grew and after we got
possession of the Hill [Cumorah] we held them
there.”⁵²
In 1937 the pageant, now named “America’s
Witness for Christ,” was moved to the Hill Cumorah, where it has remained ever since. Echo Hill
later became the site of another significant development. In 1999 President Gordon B. Hinckley announced that a temple would be built in Palmyra,
and the site selected was on Echo Hill. The Palmyra
Temple is the 100th temple to be announced and
the 77th dedicated in this dispensation. It was dedicated by President Hinckley on 6 April 2000.

Left to right: Missionaries gather at the Rochester conference, 24 July 1916; Hill Cumorah Monument with shrubs (planted by Willard Bean)
spelling Cumorah; View from atop Cumorah.

high along the west side near the top spelling out
C U M O R A H with letters 20 x 35 feet.”⁵¹ This
hedge replaced a sign erected by Willard to draw
the attention of motorists to the hill and to assist in
his ongoing missionary efforts.
The predecessor of the Hill Cumorah Pageant
was a theatrical production written by Norma
Fairbanks and initially staged under the direction of Willard Bean in 1926. The site was near the
Sacred Grove. Later this pageant was staged on a
prominence called Echo Hill, northeast of the Joseph Smith Sr. home but still on the original Smith
farm. “After organizing [Latter-day Saint] branches
at Palmyra, Rochester, and Canandaigua,” Willard
34
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Continuing Impact
With several important pieces of property now
owned by the church and with the historical interest
shown by thousands of church members in the area,
the First Presidency determined to call other families, like the Beans, to farm the land and to be caretakers of the properties. These families also learned
the historical significance of the area and thereafter
became caretakers and tour guides to care for the
church’s interests, answer questions, and teach the
gospel to interested visitors.
Two of these early caretakers were Lewis Jackson Stoner and his wife, Elizabeth. They and their

two children enjoyed frequent association with the
Bean family. As employees of Willard Bean, they
labored with him on the Joseph Smith Sr. farm and
proved to be dependable workers. During their stay
there, they were taught the restoration of the gospel, at least a working knowledge of church history,
and the significance of the Smith farm within that
history. When the Stoner family finished their assignment at the Smith farm, it was to accept a new
assignment (again as employees of the church) to
live at and supervise the Peter Whitmer farm in
Fayette, New York.
The Stoners’ only son, Harold Jay Stoner, joined
the church as a result of the teachings and example
of Willard Bean and his family and through the
years remained faithful.⁵³ In March 1970 at age 60,
Harold was called to serve as patriarch in the Roch-

refuse the reward offered him. On one occasion,
Alvin asked his father’s counsel on the matter. His
father responded, “Son, you are right to refuse, but
don’t hold your hand out when you do so!”⁵⁴

Aftermath
The Beans were released from their assignment in the spring of 1939. It had been 24 years
since Willard and Rebecca had departed Richfield,
Utah.⁵⁵ The older sons had left home to attend Utah
State University. The younger children remained at
home to continue their schooling.
One day in the early spring of 1939, the Merlin
Ellis family arrived in Palmyra and, like so many
other visitors, went to the Smith farm and knocked
on the door. Unlike other visitors, Merlin and Echo

Left to right: Preparations for the 1935 dedication; Willard Bean instructing missionaries on Hill Cumorah; President Heber J. Grant (left) and
Presiding Bishop Charles W. Nibley at Cumorah.

ester New York Stake. He is but one of several people who converted to the church after having first
heard the gospel taught by the Willard Bean family.
Through the years, numerous prominent
people, church leaders, and other guests visited the
area. Willard often left his farm work to tell visitors
about the significance of the sites or to take them to
other places of historic interest. If he was not available, his wife and children showed them around
and rehearsed the story of the restoration.
Alvin, the Beans’ son, remembered that occasionally a grateful guest would try to pay him for his
time and commentary. Money was scarce, especially
to a young boy on the farm, but he would reluctantly

Ellis and their six children were called to replace
the Bean family as residents at the Joseph Smith Sr.
farm. The Ellises arrived expecting to move their
family into the farm home.⁵⁶ Inexplicably, the Beans’
apparently had no prior notice of their impending release until the Ellis family showed up at their
door.⁵⁷ One of the Ellises’ sons, Glenn, reported of
this experience that “the Beans had not been given
much notice about the change, but they moved over
and took in our large family, as they had accommodated so many people over the last twenty-four
years. We lived there for three weeks with the Beans,
a priceless opportunity for us to hear all about the
historical spots which surrounded us.”⁵⁸
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As word spread about the Beans’ imminent
release and departure from Palmyra, many local
residents wished to pay tribute to them for their
years of service and friendship. During the three
weeks that the Bean and Ellis families shared the
Joseph Smith home, the Beans, who were busy trying to pack their possessions, were often invited to
dinners, receptions, and parties. “We had the satisfaction of seeing the prejudice gradually melt away,
and respect for Joseph Smith and the Mormon people thoroughly established in Cumorah Land,” Willard wrote. “We had become fixtures. We learned
the language and ways
of the natives of Palmyra
and the surrounding
country and they had
learned us.”⁵⁹
One of Rebecca
Bean’s vivid recollections
shows the contrast in
local perceptions of the
church between the time
of her family’s arrival
in Palmyra and their
departure. One evening
three men came to the
Bean home and were
invited in. The men refused to enter the home,
but one of them replied:
“We are a committee
that has been sent out to
tell you people we don’t
want you here; we don’t
want any Mormons here;
we want you to get out.”
Brother Bean maintained
his composure and said,
“Well now we are sorry to
hear that; we had hoped
to come out here and fit
in with you people and
be an asset to the community. [But] I am telling
you we are here to stay if
we have to fight our way.
Top: Elder B. H. Roberts with Willard
I will take you on one at
Bean’s son Alvin during a missionary cona
time or two at a time;
ference at the Joseph Smith farm.
it
won’t make any differBottom: President Heber J. Grant with
ence.”⁶⁰ One writer dethree of the Bean children: Alvin, baby
Dawn, and Palmyra (right).
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scribed the tensions thus: “To say they [the Beans]
were unwelcome would be a gross understatement.
The venom fairly seeped from their beings [referring to the local citizenry, clergy, and opponents of
the Bean family and the church they represented].
Mormons hadn’t lived in Palmyra for 84 years.”⁶¹ In

“We had the satisfaction of
seeing the prejudice
gradually melt away, and
respect for Joseph Smith and
the Mormon people
thoroughly established in
Cumorah Land,” Willard wrote.
“We had become fixtures. We
learned the language and ways
of the natives of Palmyra and
the surrounding
country and they had
learned us.”
contrast, at the time of the Beans’ departure nearly
24 years later, one New York friend said to Willard,
“We want you to know that the news that you are
soon to leave us came as a shock, and we think the
Mormon Church is making a big mistake in taking
you away from here.”⁶² The Beans were feted by the
three closest branches of the church, none of which
was in existence when they arrived. Willard was
honored for his involvement in the Lion’s Club, the
PTA, and the Businessman’s Club, all of Palmyra, as
well as for his service in the Rochester Chamber of
Commerce and as a councilman for the Boy Scouts
of America for all of Wayne County.⁶³
Having completed their assignment to make
friends for the church in Palmyra and to build up
the church there, the Beans moved to Salt Lake City,
where they were assigned to continue their missionary
duties at Temple Square. Several months later, Willard suffered a debilitating stroke, but he learned to
walk again with the aid of a crutch and a cane—and
characteristically continued his missionary service at
the bureau of information. He passed away on 25 Sep-

Family portrait taken in front of the Joseph Smith home in 1923. From left to right: Paul (son of Willard and Gussie, Willard’s first wife),
Willard, Palmyra, Alvin Pliny, Rebecca (seated), Dawn, and Phyllis (daughter of Willard and Gussie).

tember 1949 at the age of 81. Rebecca paid the following tribute to her husband: “He was a student of the
Gospel all his life and could quote any scripture asked
for. He was a missionary all his life whether at home
or away, and he had a rich, full life. . . . His work and
his life will never die. He was a great man!”⁶⁴
Rebecca had, of course, been active in missionary
work with her husband. After his death she continued her labors for a time and returned to Palmyra
on at least one occasion. She lived in Salt Lake City
and remained alone for nearly 27 years before passing away in Orem, Utah, on 25 June 1976. She noted
shortly before her death, “My days and nights in the
sunset of my life are sweet and peaceful, and filled
with golden memories. I have such love for all the
missionaries I have known. I was ‘Mom’ to thousands
of missionaries and could never live long enough to
thank my Father-in-Heaven for all the blessings that I
have had in my life and that are mine today.”⁶⁵

Willard Bean was the first Latter-day Saint
known to have returned to live in upstate New York
since the departure of church members from there
in the early 1830s. He moved into the Smith home,
established himself as a farmer, and provided for
his family by tilling the same ground in much the
same way as the Smiths had done nearly a century
before. The Beans’ mission was originally to have
lasted “five years or more,”⁶⁶ but as it turned out, it
stretched into many years. Willard and Rebecca arrived as newlyweds and left a quarter of a century
later as grandparents. One purpose of their mission
to Palmyra was to lay a foundation of goodwill that
would help reverse the prevailing prejudice there
against the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Evidence of their success continues to the
present day as seen by the friendly reception of tens
of thousands of Latter-day Saints who annually visit
church history sites in the area. !
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Encounters with Cumorah: A
Selective, Personal Bibliography
Martin H. Raish
1. For example, Donna Hill, in
Joseph Smith: The First Mormon
(Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1977), provides a careful account
of the events but focuses on the
plates and says very little about
Cumorah; see pp. 58, 69, 70–71. In
a different vein, Fawn Brodie, in No
Man Knows My History: The Life of
Joseph Smith (Knopf, 1945; 2nd ed.,
New York: Vintage, 1995), does not
even use the word Cumorah when
describing the recovery of the Book
of Mormon, instead saying only
that a rumor was spread through
Palmyra that Joseph had “unearthed an extraordinary treasure
from the big hill on the turnpike
just outside Manchester” (p. 37).
She uses Cumorah in its modern
setting only once (and inside
quotation marks) when reporting
Heber C. Kimball’s description of
the cave (p. 41).
2. As the subtitle indicates, this
bibliography is both selective and
personal. Additional accounts,
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